
6+6 glass wall panels made of
extra  clear  safety  glass
sheets

What is the milky white glass wall
panel?
Here  we  are  going  to  introduce  two  methods  to
manufacture milky white glass wall panels, one is the ceramic
fritted process; the other is the laminated glass process.

Milky white ceramic fritted glass is made by applying screen-
printing  technology  to  apply  white  ceramic  ink  to  the
glass  surface,  and  then  the  glass&ink  will  undergo  high-
temperature tempering to form a permanent coating. It has good
advantages of multiple decorations, anti-scratches, anti-acid,
etc. The ink on the glass surface after the high-temperature
tempering process has the same long lifespan as the tempered
glass.
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Milky white laminated glass is using two or more pieces of
glass  permanently  bonded  together  with  one  or  more  milky
white color PVB by high temperature and high pressure. The
glass panels can be tempered or non-tempered.



The glass wall elevates the style
of the house
Want to add a splash of color into your boring monotonous
interior? Adding a milky white glass wall will be a good
choice! Whether it is living room walls, bedroom wardrobe
panels, or kitchen backsplash, the milky white glass wall
takes any space to a whole new level.

Wall panels made of milky white glass will bring a luxurious



dash to your walls. It will also save you a lot of money and
effort in the long run. The vibrant shades of the glass wall
and the light effects it brings about will uplift the style of
your inner walls. The hue and the light together will bring
the other elements of design to life as well. Their durability
makes glass wall suitable for all locations- be it the kitchen
or bathroom or partition.

The interior glass wall is more than just its good looks and
flawless finish. They are extremely resistant to scratches and
colors will not fade away.  Along with this, as it is a smooth
solid surface, unlike other particles or finishes, it ensures
your kitchen is clean and hygienic all the time.

Applications of glass wall panels

For curtain wall



For interior glass wall panels 

For kitchen



For glass partition

Specifications  of  interior  glass
wall panels

Production name: milky white glass wall panels ；
Glass thickness: 5mm,6mm,8mm,10mm, 4+4mm, 5+5mm, 6+6mm,
8+8mm, 10+10mm, etc,
PVB or Glass enamel：milky white;
Functions: soundproofing, luxurious,safety,privacy .etc
Production time:10-15 days
Capacity: 2500 SQM per day

Production details:
Have a glance of our milky white glass wall panels products.



Certificates of interior glass wall
panels

The  following  contains  the  necessary
certificates  for  interior  glass  wall
panels.





Packing and delivery:
Strong plywood crates packing to avoid the damage of safety
glass sheets during the long distance transportation.

Would you like to check our quality? Welcome to get a free
sample now!
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